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We have some really great
events that are happening
the next couple months!
Appreciate all the Knights
that are putting these events
together and getting everyone connected!
Looking forward to seeing
everyone at KRT this year!
Gatlinburg will be full of fun
and comradery! Let’s take
the trophy again this year!

X. Look forward to seeing
all the families there for this
momentous event!
Chapter 1 is also planning
the 2nd Annual East Coast
Meet & Greet. Location will
be in Roanoke VA, Skyline
Drive, Blue Ridge Parkway
on 10 August 2019. Chapter 1 SAA is reaching out to
all 41 east coast chapters for
participation.

Next year will be GKMMC
20th Anniversary in Hershey, PA hosted by Chapter

“I Serve……
I Ride.”

Events:
Knights of the Round
Table (European)
Aug 3-5, 2018
Niederlenz, Switzerland
18th Annual Dakota
Thunder Run
Aug 7, 2018
Ellsworth AFB, SD
Knights of the Round
Table
October 11-14, 2018
River Terrace Resort & Convention Center
Gatlinburg, TN
GKMMC 20th Anniversary
IOC 2019
April 16-21, 2019
Best Wester Premier
Harrisburg, PA

AMC Museum Ride and Tour in Dover Delaware
By Patrick Rosso
Chapter 1 SAA
Members of Green Knight
East Coast Chapters One, 20,
and 49 along with founder
Adam (Ferris) Buhler, International President came together
and visited the AMC Museum
in Dover Delaware. The event
was coordinated by Chapter
One's SAA Patrick Rosso.
Chapter 49's VP Mike “One
More” Gauthier led the group
to the museum. Upon arrival,
a group photo was taken, and
a tour of the natural history
museum followed. After the

tour One More led the
group over to The
Crooked Hammock for
some great food and
social time. The event
was very successful
thanks to the organization and comradery of
all 3 chapters.
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Making the Wrong Moves
As a club we are family and treat
each other like brothers and
sisters.
However, there are
times when we don’t get along.
Our rule is to try and talk things
out. Take the high ground, look
at it from the other perspective
and see if things can be fixed.
Everyone involved may not be
happy with the outcome, but it
happens. Right now, we have
too many that are going straight
to International and not allowing the chapter or other members to assist. Here are a few
things to look at before going
off the deep end and doing
something that you will regret.
Find a mediator to see if they
can assist to resolve the issue. If
the issue involves the chapter or
club, it needs to go the Mob to
hear and decide. If the issue is
against the leadership of the
chapter, use the International
By-Laws. Contact the International Members Advocate,
Shane Buss. His job is to listen
to the issue, provide advice and
try to resolve.
Now, there may be times when
you think you’re not seeing justice. Reach out to the Zone Officers to seek their assistance.
The main thing is to remain
level headed, do not follow others who might make the critical
mistake by pulling off their colors, bad mouthing the club or
making everyone’s lives in the
chapter miserable. I have one
comment for all who do not see

reason and want to cause problems: Grow up, we are all
adults.
Let me explain somethings:

•

Pulling off the colors:
You’re no longer a member.
Make it public and see what
happens. (Pulling your colors off is ripping them from
your vest.

•

Badmouthing the club: I’m
not a fan of the Facebook
ninjas and will not tolerate
bullying. No chapter member should tolerate someone
badmouthing the club. I do
not care if it’s a friend or a
family member.

•

Stay and make everyone
miserable: Why?
Again,
grow up and just move on.

When issues are reported to
International we take action and
try to resolve the issue. We do
not act like other clubs and just
kick folks out. We will assign a
team from the Zone and from
the chapters to investigate. We
will do our best to make sure
everyone can get along and resolve issues. We also know
there are times when this cannot
happen, such as issues between
members where friendships are
too damaged or one does an
action that they cannot come
back from.
There have been cases where
Commanders were contacted,

we were contacted by OSI and
even local law enforcement. It
happens to often that a member
will go out on social media and
tell everyone what they are doing or bad mouth the club.
They get others in the club
roused up or show other clubs
how they act. It’s very interesting to me to see how many of
our members like their post or
groups of ousted members
chime in. Be careful on what
you “like”, you may be agreeing
with someone who has done
something that YOU may regret
and that you’re now associated
with. It sucks when you find
out the one you liked turned
out to be in the wrong and they
kept going down that path.
I also have seen too many times
when a newly ex-member badmouths the club and then
thinks later they can come back.
No remorse or apologies, they
just think we need them. The
club will survive without any
one of us, it’s bigger then you or
me. The club represents what
we are as decent human beings.
Look at our code, read it and
ask yourself if your living up to
what it means?
Here is my suggestion. Before
you blow up or make a comment. Write it down on paper.
Yes, paper. It is too easy to hit
send on the computer and then
regret what you sent. Write out
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Making the Wrong Moves, Cont.
a letter, come back in a day or so
when you have had time to
think on it. Reread it and add if
needed, erase or just rewrite. If
you have not calmed down then
CALL your Zone officers, International MA or even me. We
will talk with you and see what
we can do to calm you down
and not make any hasty actions/
mistakes.
However, if you’re wrong then
we will call you out on it. If you
feel you need break from the
club, do it the correct way and
go in front of the mob and ask
for a leave of absence. Let the
body know, even if it’s for a
month or even a few months. If
they are decent human beings
then they will understand and

tell you that we are there for you
and where can we help. Family,
remember! People forget that
we are one club. Yes, we are
143 chapters around the world
but as I always say “a Green
Knight is a Green Knight”.
What do you do if you put your
foot in your mouth? Well there
may be nothing you can do.
You’re out and that’s it. Especially if there has been no attempt to show remorse or apologize for your actions (yes that
needs to be as public as your
first action). I see it too many
times when folks think the club
will not survive if they leave,
they find out it is not true, bad
mouth the club and then later

want to come back. Unfortunately your public actions are
seen by other clubs. Many
members do not understand
that these actions may affect a
chapter thousands of miles
away. Clubs see how we handle
the situation and if they are just
allowed back in just gives clubs
in other areas a means to use it
against other Knights. Public
means public. Everyone can see
it and it cannot be taken back.
So, remember, your actions may
affect other Knights and please
think twice before taking actions
that you will regret later on.

Adam “Ferris” Buehler
President, GKMMC International

Order yours today
GK Belt bucket – Contact Grip6 mention Green
Knights
Contact Judge Holcomb for custom cam and derby covers, 3"×5" 3M vinyl flag decals and GKMMC worldwide support patches.
PAYPAL is GKMMC93@Yahoo.com
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2018 GKMMC International Officers Conference
19—22 April 2018 Phoenix, AZ
By Larry “AMP” Binnion
Chapter 28 President

Green Knights Chapter 28
hosted the International
Officers Conference April
19—22 in Phoenix, AZ.
Chapters represented were:
Chapter X, 18, 20, 28, 34,
68, 90, 105, 117, 141 and
International. The event
began with a dinner held at
Slick's Garage Thursday
evening, 19 April. There
was great food, a lot of stories were told and everyone
helped to celebrate AMP’s
birthday.
Some people
should not be allowed to
sing in public. Thank you
to all that were there, it was
truly a great way to celebrate!
After dinner everyone headed back to the hotel for
some conversation and shenanigans.
Friday morning was kickstands up at 9:00 a.m. for a

ride to Bartlett Lake. Riders
were divided into two
groups: Group A to the lake
and another Group B to an
off-road adventure. Zombie
also got to experience something new, how to handle a
Can-Am Spider! Chapter
105 Vice President, Flash
(aka Zombie Master) got him
to ride one like a pro. All
Knights made it back safely
and we had lunch in Cave
Creek at the Roadhouse.
For dinner, we met at Dave
and Busters for dinner and
games. After dinner, it was
back to the hotel for more
shenanigans and a pool party! Some ventured out to
Phoenix for karaoke.
Saturday morning it was
kickstands up at 9:00 a.m.
for a ride to Prescott for a
little lunch. Once again, we
split into two groups:
Group A went through
Skull Valley (a slower and

less curvy ride), while Group
B, led by AMP, went on a
more spirited ride. Once
back in the Valley we gathered at Ch. 28 SAA Steve
"Magic Mike" Huddleston's
for the officers meeting and
dinner. We were honored to
also celebrate Chapter 28's
10th Birthday with everyone
and we gave out commemorative poker chips for the
IOC 2018 and our 10th
birthday. Chapter 28 also
welcomed new family members: Dani "Appletini" Contreras, John "Gearbox"
Springer, Suzie "Silent Bob"
Springer, and probie Daniel
Hunt. Adam “Ferris” Buehler, International President
also named Tylor “Creeper”
Evans the first Paladin of
the Knights. The night ended with chapters returning
to the hotel to prepare for
the rides back home.
All in all, it was a great time

with great family and
friends. We connected with
more family and made new
friendships that will last a
lifetime. We shared laughter and told stories, got lost
and found. Thank you to
all those who could make it.
We missed those who couldn't be here with us.
At the end of the officers
meeting we had a vote like
we always do for the 2020
IOC. Las Vegas won and
Chapter 28 will be hosting.
This will be the 10th year for
the IOC and we plan to
make it memorable after all
it is in Vegas baby.
Next year we are meeting in
Harrisburg Pennsylvania 16–
21 April 2019 to celebrate
20 years of the Green
Knights MMC!
Shane
Woodmancy and crew will
make it awesome. Hope to
see you all there for more
great times and shenanigans.
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Electric City Knights, Chapter 72
Malmstrom AFB, MT News
By Michael Moore
Chapter 72 President
After a six-year hiatus, the
Knights of Electric City are
back in full force!
The dream became a reality
on July 17, 2017 when we
sat down for our very first
meeting. The concept was
drawn up by President Michael Moore and Vice President David McCool in 2016
after their BRC II class to-

gether.
With 11 members strong
and more surely to follow,
we became an official chapter again on February 21,
2018.
With the full backing of
wing leadership, we are
ready to put Montana back
on the map and remain a
positive influence to the
local community and the
entire 406.

We look forward to the upcoming riding season,
(which in Montana is very
short-lived), and in connecting with all of our extended
GKMMC family at one
point or another.
Glad to be aboard for the
ride!

Knights to the Rescue
By Theodore “Radar” Tomita III
Chapter 50 President

On Saturday June 9th members of Green Knights Chapter 50 and Chapter 49 were
out on a ride for Americade.
While on route we came
across an accident. All the
members jumped off their
bikes, many leaving them running, and ran to the accident.
Upon arriving we found a
male and female severely injured and many people standing around just watching the
carnage, including other bikers.
Accident was caused by a Reverend that said he was running late and admitted he
attempted to beat the bike by
cutting across the highway.
The bike took a direct impact
with the car at 60 mph, he
never had a chance to hit his
brakes.
The Green Knights wasted no
time getting a handle on the

situation. We immediately
used our bikes to shut down
the highway in both directions, started directing traffic
down side streets and clearing
cars and bikes to ensure Police, Fire, and EMS could
arrive quickly. After verifying
medics were on route we started to secure the victims, collecting information as possible, and tending to wounds
using a first aid kit carried in
our trailing vehicle.
When the Police, Fire and
EMS arrived on scene, the
Reverend was immediately
arrested while 20 military
personnel continued to perform life saving measures on
the two injured civilians. We
didn’t learn until later that
EMS and Fire did not intervene as they deemed it took
risky for us to stop and them
to take control. The female
suffered head, neck, and elbow injuries, the male was air
lifted to Albany Medical Center in critical condition.

Two days later, the Sheriff’s
department facilitated me
visiting the male in the ICU.
Come to find out he is a Red
Knight Chapter 22 that was
on his way home. He suffered
7 broken ribs, damage to his
spleen, kidneys, liver, facial
trauma, and many bruises.
Chapter 50 and 49 members,
without hesitation or regard
for their own safety, jumped
into action to help a fellow
biker while others just looked
on.
I have never been prouder to
be a Green Knight!
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Annual Green Knights Military Motorcycle Club (GKMMC)
Valley Forge Visit
By Patrick Rosso
Chapter 1 SAA
Members of the Green
Knights Military Motorcycle
Club (GKMMC) gathered
together this past
weekend for their
annual Valley Forge
visit. The club is
composed of any
Active, Guard Reserve, Retired, or
DoD civilians who
are interested in
riding safe and supporting each other.
Each year members of the
GKMMC, and their families,
gather together to pay respects
to the fallen and receive their

annual vehicle/member blessings from the on site preacher
Father Karl Krueger. This
year American flags were replaced at the heads of over
300 veteran grave sites and in

ceremoniously lowered and
retired and a new flag was
raised in it's place. This is one
of many ways the different
chapters of the GKMMC represent their respective bases

addition a new tradition was
started. For the first time in
15 years, the masted flag was

and uphold time honored
traditions as well as their respective branch's core values.

There is more going on in Florida than Bike Week
By: Christine “Phoenix” Helton
Chapter X Secretary

March is a time of motorcycles
and revelry. In Daytona
Beach, Florida it is also a time
for the “World’s Largest Motorcycle Event”. Affectionately referred to as Bike Week,
this 10- day celebration brings
together motorcycle enthusiasts from all over the world. It
is a time of bonding and new
beginnings, and of course
motorcycles.
Since 2017, March has also
marked a growing Green
Knights MMC event. A BBQ
hosted by one of our own
from Chapter X. Shortly after
becoming a member of

GKMMC Chapter X, Cliff
“Retro” Wienk reached out to
then Vice President Ray
“Cage” Sagan with an idea on
how to bring more Green
Knights, especially Wanderers,
together. He wanted to host a
BBQ.
March 2018 saw the 2nd Annual Chapter X BBQ with
even more offerings and festivities. All food and drinks were
provided and there was plenty
of entertainment for all, to
include:
darts, billiards,
horseshoes and beanbag
games. Best of all was talking
with fellow Green Knights
from different Chapters across
the country!

Green Knights throughout
Florida, as well as more than a
dozen Wanderers and their
spouses, attended the event.
The BBQ was even opened to
other Veteran’s clubs that
were interested in finding out
more about us, to include
members from the Combat
Veterans Motorcycle Association and American Legion
Riders.

Distinguished Visitors included: CMSgt Tony Hibbert,
SMSgt Craig Martin, TSgt
Benny Seawright, TSgt Patrick
Rosso, BU1 Larry Ferguson &
family, PAANG Evan Pillinger, PAAGR Ken
Carter, GS-11 Adam
Buehler & son Garrett, WG-08 David
Behr, Retired AF
Glenn Cozine, Retired
Army Mike Whetung ,
Retired Army Jeff
Martin, Retired Army
Dan Reagoso, Retired
Navy
Michael
Szumowski, Vanna
Chhoun & daughter Genie ,
Evan Pillanger Jr., Father Karl
Krueger.

Gr een Kni ghts Internati onal Newsletter
Adam Buehler
President

Craig “Colt” Colton

David Behr

Vice-President

Sgt-At-Arms

MISSION STATEMENT:
Addressing the needs and concerns of military and DoD civilian riders, through education, safety, knowledge and
the shared joy of riding.

Anyone interested in having a custom GKMMC sword made, please contact Josh Adams
https://www.facebook.com/NorthwoodBlades/
918-406-8014
northwoodblades@gmail.com

GO TO OUR WEBSITE:
HTTP://GREENKNIGHTSM

MC.ORG/

Summer Safety News
Stay cool in the heat: Keep cool
and hydrated and minimize
your time in the sun between
11:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. Drink
plenty of water, find shade, visit
cool buildings, slow down,
bathe in cool water and wear
light-colored clothing. Wear the
right helmet: Everyone is encouraged to wear a helmet
when cycling, inline skating and
skateboarding. When thunder
roars, go indoors: Stay inside
for at least 30 minutes after the
last rumble of thunder. If you
can hear thunder, you can get
hit by lightning. Take shelter
immediately in a sturdy, fully
enclosed building with wiring
and plumbing. Stay safe while
camping: If strong winds, hail
or a tornado is developing while

you are camping in a tent or
tent-trailer, move to the closest building or a hard-topped
vehicle. Avoid the bugs – and
their bite: Avoid being outdoors at dawn or dusk, when
mosquitoes are most active.
Keep in mind that ticks are
often found along trail edges,
mostly in wooded areas or tall
grass. Light-colored clothing
is less attractive to mosquitoes
and allows you to see ticks
more easily. Registered insect
repellents containing DEET
can be used safely when applied as directed. Pack an
emergency kit: You may have
some kit items already, such as
a flashlight, a wind-up radio,
food, water and a manual can
opener. Make sure they are

organized and easy to find in
case you need to evacuate your
home. Make a kit to go in a
backpack. Whatever you do,
don't wait until a disaster is
happening to make a kit.
Keep food fresh: Chilling
food properly is one of the
most effective ways to reduce
the risk of food-borne illness.
Leftovers should be
chilled promptly but remember to throw them away if they
have been out at room temperature for more than two (2)
hours. Keep the fridge at 4◦ C
(40◦ F) or below and use an
appliance thermometer to
check the temperature. Make
a (safe) splash: Never leave a
child unattended in water, not
even for a second. Stay safe on

the roads: Make sure your children are always buckled-up
properly while in the car, even for
short trips. And remember, the
back seat is always the safest place
for your children. Connect with
care: Don't mention going away
on vacation in your social networking status updates. Avoid
geotagging photos. Most
smartphones and many digital
cameras automatically attach the
exact location where a photo was
taken – and when you share it
online, the geotag can give away
your address or let criminals
know that you're on vacation,
which could make your home a
target for break-in.

